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a b s t r a c t

The global functional brain network (graph) is more suitable for characterizing brain
states than local analysis of the connectivity of brain regions. Therefore, graph-theoretic
approaches are naturalmethods to use for studying the brain. However, conventional graph
theoretical analyses are limited due to the lack of formal statistical methods of estimation
and inference. For example, the concept of correlation between two vectors of graphs has
not yet been defined. Thus, the introduction of a notion of correlation between graphs
becomes necessary to better understand how brain sub-networks interact. To develop a
framework to infer correlation between graphs, onemay assume that they are generated by
models and that the parameters of themodels are the random variables. Then, it is possible
to define that two graphs are independent when the random variables representing their
parameters are independent. In the real world, however, the model is rarely known, and
consequently, the parameters cannot be estimated. By analyzing the graph spectrum, it is
shown that the spectral radius is highly associatedwith the parameters of the graphmodel.
Based on this, a framework for correlation inference between graphs is constructed and
the approach illustrated on functional magnetic resonance imaging data on 814 subjects
comprising 529 controls and 285 individuals diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). Results show that correlations between the default-mode and control, default-mode
and somatomotor, and default-mode and visual sub-networks are higher in individuals
with ASD than in the controls.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 1

There is an increasing number of evidences suggesting that complex cognitive processes arise from orchestrated 2

communication of brain areas namely, functional connectivity networks (Cassidy et al., 2016). Functional connectivity 3

between two brain areas can be ascertained with correlation measures, such as Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation 4

coefficients (Garcés et al., 2016; Richiardi et al., 2011) between functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals. The 5

analysis of functional connectivities is beginning to elucidate cognition at a systems level, yet it remains largely unknown 6
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Fig. 1. Two vectors of random graphs A and B generated by Erdös–Rényi (ER) random graph models with the parameter p between brackets. Notice that
the parameters of the ERmodels are perfectly correlated, however, this correlation cannot be easily identified by directly analyzing the structure of graphs
A and B. Notice that although they are generated by the same graphmodel and parameters, they are structurally different. Thus, one solution for identifying
correlation between graphs consists of identifying correlation between the parameters of the random graph models.

how they are associated with mental disorders (Cassidy et al., 2016; Di Martino et al., 2009; Nomi and Uddin, 2015; Kana1

et al., 2014; Uddin et al., 2013). Some studies indicate that dysregulations in functional connectivity are associated with2

neuropsychiatric disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and epilepsy (Stam, 2014).3

More recently, special attention is given to the idea that brain regions are organized into interconnected communities4

or sub-networks (Sporns, 2013). Thus, the identification of connectivity between sub-networks could provide insights into5

the basis of inter-group differences (controls versus patients) (Bassett et al., 2011, 2015). Therefore, the development of6

methods to identify correlation between sub-networks becomes essential.7

Mathematically, networks can be represented as graphs, i.e., a set of vertices and a set of edges, where the edges indicate8

which pairs of vertices are associated. For our purposes, these vertices represent ROIs and the edges represent the functional9

connectivity (correlation) between two ROIs.10

Networks or graphs are difficult to be manipulated from a statistical viewpoint because they are not numbers. For an11

illustrative example, see Fig. 1. By analyzing Fig. 1, it is very difficult to identify a correlation between the two vectors of12

graphs A and B by only analyzing their structures. Thus, to construct a framework to infer correlation, one natural idea13

would be to imagine that a graph is generated by a mathematical model with a set of parameters which are the random14

variables. Intuitively, two vectors of graphs are correlated when the parameters (random variables) of the graph model are15

correlated (Fig. 1). However, given two vectors of graphs, the model that generates them is rarely known, and consequently,16

the parameters cannot be estimated.17

Thus, it is necessary to identify a feature of the graph that is highly associated with the parameters of the graph model.18

To identify the feature that contains information on the parameters, we investigated the spectral properties of random19

graphs (set of eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix). It is known that some structural properties, such as the number of20

walks, diameter, and cliques can be described by the spectrum of the graph (Van Mieghem, 2010). Here, we propose to21

estimate the correlation between graphs by using the spectral radius (largest eigenvalue) of the graphs. Our results show22

that the spectral radius is highly associated with the parameters that generate the graph, and thus, it can be a good feature23

for calculating correlation between two graphs.24

By simulations, we show both the statistical power and the effective control of type I error. Then we illustrate the25

usefulness of ourmethod by analyzing a large fMRI dataset (ABIDE – The Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange – Consortium26

website – http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/) composed of 814 participants comprising 529 controls and 28527

individuals with ASD.28

2. Description of the method29

2.1. Graph30

A graph is an ordered pair G = (V , E), where V is a set of n vertices (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and E is a set ofm edges that connect31

two vertices of V . In this study we will consider solely the case of graphs with non-empty set of nodes and edges.32

Any undirected graph G with n vertices can be represented by its adjacency matrix AG with n × n elements AG
ij (i, j =33

1, . . . , n); its value is AG
ij = AG

ji = 1 if vertices vi and vj are connected and 0 otherwise. The spectrum of graph G is the set34

http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/
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of eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix AG. Since AG is symmetric, an undirected graph with n vertices has n real eigenvalues 1

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. 2

2.2. Correlation between graphs 3

Two randomvariables are statistically independentwhenknowledge about one does not aid in the prediction of the other. 4

On the other hand, if they are not independent, then the values of one of the variables can be more accurately predicted by 5

information provided about the other. 6

In this study, we consider the parameters of the graph models to be random variables. Thus, we assume that we have 7

independent graphs randomly generated by the same graph model, but each one with a distinct set of parameters (random 8

variables). The parameters of the distribution of this random variable will be denoted as the hyperparameters of the graph 9

models. Let Θ be the random variable which will be sampled to generate the parameters of random graphs. The parameters 10

determining the distribution of Θ are the hyperparameters of random graphs. 11

As an illustrative example, suppose that G1 and G2 are two random graphs (Erdös and Rényi, 1959). An Erdös–Rényi 12

random graph (Erdös and Rényi, 1959) has n labeled vertices, and each pair of vertices is connected by an edge with a given 13

probability p. In this case, the probability p is the parameter of graph G. Thus, the two Erdös–Rényi random graphs can be 14

described as G1(p1) and G2(p2), where (p1) and (p2) are sampled from Θ1 and Θ2, respectively. 15

We say that two random graphs G1 and G2 are independent if the random variables Θ1 and Θ2 are independent. In our 16

example of an Erdös–Rényi random graph, we say that graphs G1(p1) and G2(p2) are correlated if the two random variables 17

Θ1 and Θ2 are not independent. 18

Formally, two random variables Θ1 and Θ2 with probability density functions f1 and f2, respectively, are independent 19

if and only if the random variable (Θ1, Θ2) has a joint probability density function f = f1 × f2. We say that two random 20

variables Θ1 and Θ2 are dependent if they are not independent. 21

Let θ1
= {θ1

1 , θ1
2 , . . . , θ1

k } and θ2
= {θ2

1 , θ2
2 , . . . , θ2

k } be two samples of size k from the random variables Θ1 and Θ2, 22

respectively, and G1(θ1) = {G1
1(θ

1
1 ),G1

2(θ
1
2 ), . . . ,G1

k(θ
1
k )} and G2(θ2) = {G2

1(θ
2
1 ),G2

2(θ
2
2 ), . . . ,G2

k(θ
2
k )} be two samples of 23

random graphs constructed by using θ1 and θ2, respectively. The independence hypothesis test between the random graphs 24

G1 and G2, based on the samples G1(θ1) and G2(θ2) is described as follows: 25

H0: Θ1 and Θ2 are independent (null hypothesis). 26

H1: Θ1 and Θ2 are not independent (alternative hypothesis). 27

One simple way of identifying correlation between Θ1 and Θ2 if the graph model is known, consists of estimating the 28

parameters of the graphmodels and then testing the probabilistic dependence between them. However, the graphmodel is 29

rarely known for real-world graphs. Thus, the problem consists of detecting dependence only by observation of the random 30

graphs (and not the parameters). In other words, it is necessary to identify a feature of the graph that is highly associated 31

with the parameters of the graph model. 32

From spectral graph theory, the largest eigenvalue (λ1) of a graphG is known as its spectral radius or index (for simplicity, 33

wewill denote the largest eigenvalueλ1 just asλ). For several randomgraphs, it is known that the spectral radius is a function 34

of the parameters of the graphmodel. For example, for the Erdös–Rényi random graph, let n and p be the number of vertices 35

and the probability that two vertices are connected by an edge, respectively. Then, the spectral radius of an Erdös–Rényi 36

random graph is np. Another example is for random regular graphs. A random regular graph is a graph where each vertex 37

has the same number of adjacent vertices. Let deg be the number of adjacent vertices, the spectral radius is deg . To gain 38

some intuition for the relationship between the parameters of a graph and its spectral radius, see Fig. 2. The first row of 39

Fig. 2 illustrates the true relationship between the parameters of graphs while the following figures show the relationship 40

obtained by analyzing the spectral radii of the graphs. Notice that the relationship obtained by analyzing the spectral radii 41

is similar to the relationship between the parameters. Thus, we propose the use of the spectral radius to identify correlation 42

between graphs. 43

Let G1
= {G1

1,G
1
2, . . . ,G

1
k, } and G2

= {G2
1,G

2
2, . . . ,G

2
k, } be two samples of random graphs and λ1

= {λ1
1, λ

1
2, . . . , λ

1
k} and 44

λ2
= {λ2

1, λ
2
2, . . . , λ

2
k} be the spectral radii associated with G1 and G2, respectively. Thus, to identify correlation between 45

graphs, one may test the independence between λ1 and λ2. 46

2.2.1. Identification of the correlation between graphs 47

Once the feature used to identify the correlation between graphs is defined, then it is necessary to estimate the correlation 48

itself.We propose the use of Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) because of the following: (i) its implementation is simple; (ii) it 49

is robust to outliers; and (iii) it does not require assumptions of linearity in the relationship between variables (it can identify 50

monotonic nonlinear associations), and the variables neednot bemeasured at interval scales, as ordinal variables can be used 51

(Spearman, 1904). 52
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Fig. 2. Relationship between spectral radii. We simulated two vectors of parameters with linear association and another two vectors with monotonic
(exponential) association. These vectors were used as the parameters of the random graphs. After the construction of the graphs, graph radius for each
graph was calculated and then plotted in a scatterplot. The first row illustrates the scatterplots of the original vectors of parameters of the graph models.
The following rows show the scatterplots of spectral radii for several random graph models, namely Erdös–Rényi, geometric, regular, Barabási–Albert, and
Watts–Strogatz. Notice that for both linear and monotonic relationships, the spectral radius retrieves the original association.

Let ρ̂ be the sample Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. To estimate ρ̂, first convert the raw values of λ1
i and λ2

i1

(i = 1, . . . , k) to ranks, and calculate the differences di between the ranks of λ1
i and λ2

i . Then, calculate the Spearman’s rank2
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correlation coefficient (ρ̂) as: 1

ρ̂ = 1 −

6
k

i=1
d2i

k(k2 − 1)
. 2

Let H1 and H2 be the cumulative probability functions for λ1 and λ2, respectively. We have limk→∞ E[ρ̂(λ1, λ2)] := 3

ρ(λ1, λ2) = 12E[H1(λ
1)H2(λ

2)] − 3. 4

Observe that if λ1 and λ2 are independent, then ρ(λ1, λ2) = 0. The main idea of this article is that in several cases 5

12E[H1(λ
1)H2(λ

2)] − 3 = 0 should be equivalent to 12E[F1(Θ1)F2(Θ2)] − 3 = 0, where F1 and F2 are the cumulative 6

probability functions for Θ1 and Θ2, respectively; therefore, we can use ρ̂(λ1, λ2) to estimate 12E[F1(Θ1)F2(Θ2)] − 3. The 7

validity of this idea can be illustrated in a simple case. Denote by F the joint probability distribution for (Θ1, Θ2). 8

Proposition 1. Let F be differentiable in both coordinates. Given i.i.d. copies (Θ1
i , Θ2

i )i=1,...,k of (Θ1, Θ2), let (G1
i (Θ

1
i ))i=1,...,k 9

and (G2
i (Θ

2
i ))i=1,...,k be independent Erdös–Rényi random graphs of size n. Then, for any positive ϵ, δ there exist integers k0 and 10

n0(k0) such that for all n > n0(k0), we have with probability larger than 1 − δ 11ρ̂(λ1, λ2) − 12E[F1(Θ1)F2(Θ2)] + 3
 ≤ ϵ. (1) 12

Proof. Let P be the joint probability measure for the sequences (Θ1
i )i≥1, (Θ2

i )i≥1, (G1
i (Θ

1
i ))i≥1, and (G2

i (Θ
2
i ))i≥1. To prove 13

the proposition, it is enough to show that for suitable choices of k and n, we have 14

P
ρ̂(λ1, λ2) − ρ̂(Θ 1, Θ 2)

 > ϵ/2


< δ/2 (2) 15

and 16

P
ρ̂(Θ 1, Θ 2) − 12E[F1(Θ1)F2(Θ2)] + 3

 > ϵ/2


< δ/2. (3) 17

It is a classical result (see, for example, Borkowf, 2002) that ρ̂((Θ1
i )i=1,...,k, (Θ

2
i )i=1,...,k) converges in probability to 18

12E[F1(Θ1)F2(Θ2)] − 3; therefore, for sufficiently large k, (3) holds. 19

Now, it remains to prove that there is n0(k) such that for all n > n0(k) inequality (2) holds. Let r̂1i and r̂2i for i = 1, . . . , k 20

be the ranks of the spectral radii of the graphsG1
i (Θ

1
i ) andG2

i (Θ
2
i ), respectively. Additionally, let r

1
i and r2i for i = 1, . . . , k be 21

the ranks of Θ1
i and Θ2

i , respectively. From the definition of Spearman’s correlation, it is clear that if r̂ li = r li for i = 1, . . . , k 22

and l = 1, 2, we have 23

ρ̂(λ1, λ2) = ρ̂(Θ 1, Θ 2). 24

Therefore, we have

P
ρ̂(λ1, λ2) − ρ̂(Θ 1, Θ 2)

 > ϵ/2


≤ P


ρ̂(λ1, λ2) ̸= ρ̂(Θ 1, Θ 2)


≤ P


r̂ li ̸= r li for some i = 1, . . . , k and l = 1, 2


≤

2
l=1

k
i=1

P

r̂ li ̸= r li


.

To prove (2), using the above inequalities, it is enough to show that for l = 1, 2 and i = 1, . . . , k 25

P

r̂ li ̸= r li


<

δ

4k
. 26

Let γ = min{|Θ l
i − Θ l

j | : i, j = 1, . . . , k and l = 1, 2}. We have 27

P

r̂ li ̸= r li


≤ P

λl
i

n
− Θ l

i

 > γ/2


. 28

For an increasing sequence of Erdös–Rényi random graphs with parameter p and respective spectral radii λ(n), it is well 29

known that λ(n)/n converges in probability to p (Ding et al., 2010); therefore, for large enough n0, we have for all n > n0 30

P
λl

i

n
− Θ l

i

 > γ/2


<
δ

4k
. 31

This concludes the proof of the proposition. � 32
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Spearman’s correlation coefficient (ρ) assumes values between−1 and1,whereρ is+1 in the case of a perfectmonotonic1

increasing relationship and −1 in the case of a perfect monotonically decreasing relationship. In the case of imperfect2

monotonically dependence, −1 < ρ < +1, and in the case of monotonically independent random variables, ρ = 0.3

Thus, the hypothesis test to identify Spearman’s correlation between two vectors of graphs can be defined as:4

H0: ρ = 0 (null hypothesis).5

H1: ρ ̸= 0 (alternative hypothesis).6

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient under the null hypothesis can be asymptotically approximated by a Student’s7

t-distribution with k − 2 degrees of freedom as Spearman (1904):8

t =
ρ̂
√
k − 2

1 − ρ̂2
.9

Now, suppose that we have two conditions A and B and, consequently, four graphs G1

A
and G2

A
in condition A and G1

B
and10

G2

B
in condition B. We are interested in testing whether the correlation between graphs G1

A
and G2

A
is equal to the correlation11

between G1

B
and G2

B
. In other words, we would like to test12

H0: ρA = ρB13

H1: ρA ̸= ρB.14

This test can be performed by using the procedure developed by Fisher (1921). Let kA and kB be the number of graphs15

in conditions A and B, respectively. First, transform each of the two correlation coefficients as ρ̂ ′

A =
1
2 log( 1+ρ̂A

1−ρ̂A
) and16

ρ̂ ′

B =
1
2 log( 1+ρ̂B

1−ρ̂B
). Then, calculate the test statistic as z =

ρ̂′
A−ρ̂′

B
1

kA−3 +
1

kB−3

. Finally, compute the p-value for the z-statistic.17

In the present study, we use the R function cor.test with parameter method =
′spearman′ (package stats) to18

compute the Spearman’s correlation test.19

3. Simulation studies20

We carried out Monte Carlo simulations on five different random graphs to illustrate the performance of the proposed21

framework. Among several classes of random graphs, we describe the Erdös–Rényi random graph (Erdös and Rényi, 1959),22

random geometric graph (Penrose, 2003), random regular graph (Meringer, 1999), Barabási–Albert random graph (Barabási23

and Albert, 1999), and Watts–Strogatz random graph (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), due to their relevance in modeling real-24

world events and their well-known theoretical results.25

3.1. Random graph models26

3.1.1. Erdös–Rényi random graph27

Erdös–Rényi randomgraphs (Erdös and Rényi, 1959) are one of themost studied randomgraphs. Erdös and Rényi defined28

a random graph as n labeled vertices where each pair of vertices (vi, vj) is connected by an edge with a given probability p.29

The spectral radius of an Erdös–Rényi random graph is np (Füredi and Komlós, 1981).30

The R function used to generate an Erdös–Rényi random graph is erdos.renyi.game (package igraph). The igraph31

package can be downloaded from the Rwebsite (http://www.r-project.org).32

3.1.2. Random geometric graph33

A random geometric graph (RGG) is a spatial network. An undirected graph is constructed by randomly placing n vertices34

in some topological space Rd (e.g., a unit square—d = 2) according to a specified probability distribution (e.g., uniform35

distribution) and connecting two vertices by an edge if their distance (according to some metric, e.g., Euclidian norm) is36

smaller than a certain neighborhood radius r . Hence, random geometric graphs have a spatial element that is absent from37

other random graphs.38

The spectral radius of a random geometric graph converges almost surely to rd (Bordenave, 2008).39

The R function used to generate a geometric random graph is grg.game (package igraph).40

3.1.3. Random regular graph41

A random regular graph is a graph where each vertex has the same number of adjacent vertices, i.e., every vertex has the42

same degree. A random regular graph with vertices of degree deg is called a random deg-regular graph or random regular43

graph of degree deg (Meringer, 1999).44

http://www.r-project.org
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Random regular graphs of degree at most two are well known: a 0-regular graph consists of disconnected vertices; a 1

1-regular graph consists of disconnected edges; a 2-regular graph consists of disconnected cycles and infinite chains; a 2

3-regular graph is known as a cubic graph. 3

The spectral radius of a random deg-regular graph is deg (Alon, 1986). 4

The R function used to generate a regular random graph is k.regular.game (package igraph). 5

3.1.4. Barabási–Albert random graph 6

Barabási–Albert random graphs proposed by Barabási and Albert (1999) have a power-law degree distribution due to 7

preferential attachment of vertices (the more connected a vertex is, the more likely it is to receive new edges). Barabási 8

and Albert (1999) proposed the following construction: start with a small number of (n0) vertices, and at every time step, 9

add a new vertex with m1 (m1 ≤ n0) edges that connect the new vertex to m1 different vertices already present in the 10

system. When choosing the vertices to which the new vertex connects, assume that the probability that a new vertex will 11

be connected to vertex vi is proportional to the degree of vertex vi and the scaling exponent ps (P(vi) ∼ degree(vi)
ps , 12

where degree(vi) is the number of adjacent edges of vertex vi in the current time step), which indicates the order of the 13

proportionality (ps = 1 linear, ps = 2 quadratic, and so on). 14

Let k0 be the smallest degree; the spectral radius of the Barabási–Albert random graph is of the order of k1/20 n1/2(ps−1)
15

(Dorogovtsev et al., 2003). 16

The R function used to generate a Barabási–Albert random graph is barabasi.game (package igraph). 17

3.1.5. Watts–Strogatz random graph 18

Watts–Strogatz random graph (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) is a random graph that interpolates between a regular lattice 19

and anErdös–Rényi randomgraph. This randomgraphpresents small-world properties (short averagepath lengths, i.e.,most 20

vertices are not neighbors of one another but can be reached fromevery other vertex by a small number of steps) and a higher 21

clustering coefficient (the number of triangles in the graph) than Erdös–Rényi random graphs. 22

The algorithm for constructing a Watts–Strogatz random graph is as follows: 23

Input: Let n, nei, and pw be the number of vertices, the number of neighbors (mean degree), and the rewiring probability, 24

respectively. 25

1. construct a ring lattice with n vertices, in which every vertex is connected to its first nei neighbors ( nei2 on either side); 26

2. choose a vertex and the edge that connects it to its nearest neighbor in a clockwise sense. With probability pw , reconnect 27

this edge to a vertex chosen uniformly at random over the entire ring. This process is repeated by moving clockwise 28

around the ring, considering each vertex in turn until one lap is completed. Next, the edges that connect vertices to 29

their second-nearest neighbors clockwise are considered. As in the previous step, each edge is randomly rewired with 30

probability pw; continue this process, circulating around the ring and proceeding outward to more distant neighbors 31

after each lap, until each edge in the original lattice has been considered once. 32

Output: the Watts–Strogatz random graph 33

To the best of our knowledge, the spectral radius of aWatts–Strogatz random graph is not analytically defined, but there 34

is empirical evidence that it is a function of pw and nei (Van Mieghem, 2010). 35

The R function used to generate a Watts–Strogatz random graph is watts.strogatz.game (package igraph). 36

3.2. Simulation description 37

We designed three simulations to evaluate the following: (i) whether the Spearman’s correlation between the spectral 38

radii indeed retrieves the association between the parameters of the graph models, (ii) the control of the rate of type I error 39

and power of the method based on the spectral radius, and (iii) the performance of Fisher’s test on the spectral radius. 40

3.2.1. Simulation 1 41

In order to verify whether the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the spectral radii in fact retrieves the 42

association between the parameters of the graph model, we compared the correlation estimated directly from the 43

parameters with the correlation obtained by analyzing the spectral radius. The design of the experiment is as follows: we set 44

the graph model as the Erdös–Rényi random graph, the number of graphs as k = 50 and the size of the graph as n = 100. 45

The parameter p of the Erdös–Rényi random graphs was generated from a bivariate normal distribution with mean zero 46

and covariance matrix Σ =


1 s
s 1


with s = −1.0, −0.9, . . . , 0, . . . , 0.9, 1.0. Spearman’s correlation coefficients were 47

estimated by using the spectral radii. For each value of s, we repeated this procedure 30 times and compared the estimated 48

correlation coefficient with the correlation (s) used to generate the graphs. 49

3.2.2. Simulation 2 50

In order to evaluate the control of the rate of false positives under the null hypothesis as well as the statistical power to 51

identify correlation between two vectors of graphs, we constructed the following simulation study. 52
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The parameters of the graph models were generated from a bivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ1

((Θ1, Θ2) ∼ N(0, Σ)). In order to evaluate the control of the rate of false positives under the null hypothesis (no2

correlation), we set Σ =


1 0
0 1


. To evaluate the power of the test, we set Σ =


1 0.5
0.5 1


. Notice that the vectors of3

parameters ((θ1, θ2)) must be linearly normalized in the interval [0, 1]. The setup of the parameters of the graph models is4

as follows:5

• Erdös–Rényi random graph: p := θ6

• Random geometric graph: r := θ and d = 27

• Random regular graph: deg := integer part of 10 × θ8

• Barabási–Albert random graph: k0 = 3 and ps := integer part of 10 × θ9

• Watts–Strogatz random graph: nei = 3, and pw := θ .10

The numbers of graphs used were k = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. The size of the graphs was set to n = 50.11

The vectors of spectral radii (λ1 and λ2) were computed by using the adjacency matrix of each graph, and Spearman’s12

correlation test was applied on both the parameters and the spectral radii.13

This process was repeated 1000 times for each number of graphs k and pair of graph models. In order to evaluate and14

compare the power of the test between applying the correlation test on the parameters of the graph models or on the15

spectral radii, we constructed receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves. The ROC curve is a bi-dimensional plot with16

one minus the specificity (number of true negatives/(number of true negatives+number of false positives)) on the x-axis17

and the sensitivity (number of true positives/(number of true positives+number of false negatives)) on the y-axis. A curve18

above and further the diagonal indicates a high power, while a curve close to the diagonal indicates random decisions. In19

our case, the nominal p-value is on the x-axis and the proportion of rejected null hypotheses (the proportion of associations20

identified between two random variables) is on the y-axis. ROC curves were plotted (i) to verify the control of the rate of21

false positives, (ii) to evaluate the power of the test, and (iii) to compare the performance of the correlation estimated by22

using the spectral radius and the original parameter of the graph.23

3.2.3. Simulation 324

In order to evaluate the performance of Fisher’s test on both the control of the rate of false positives under the null25

hypothesis as well as the statistical power between two conditions A and B, we constructed ROC curves for the following26

experimental setup.27

The graphswere constructed by using the Erdös–Rényi random graphmodelwith the parameter p generated by bivariate28

normal distributions with mean zero and covariance matrices ΣA and ΣB for conditions A and B, respectively. In order to29

evaluate the control of the rate of false positives under the null hypothesis (same correlation between conditions A and B),30

we setΣA = ΣB =


1 0.5
0.5 1


. To evaluate the power of the test in identifying differences in correlation between conditions31

A and B, we set ΣA =


1 0.3
0.3 1


and ΣB =


1 0.6
0.6 1


. The numbers of graphs used were k = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. The size32

of the graphs was set to n = 50. This process was repeated 1000 times for each number of graphs k.33

3.3. Results and analysis of the simulations34

A natural question is if instead of using the spectral radius, one may use another feature of the graph, such as the35

number of edges or measures of network centrality. In order to verify whether the spectral radius is indeed better than36

those measures, we simulated the five random graph models described in Section 3.1.1 and compared the performances37

of the spectral radius with that of six measures, namely transitivity centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality,38

eigenvector centrality, degree centrality, and assortativity.39

The experimental setup is as follows. The parameters of the graph models were generated by uniform distribu-40

tions: Erdös–Rényi random graph p ∼ U(0, 1), random geometric graph r ∼ U(0, 1), random regular graph k ∼41

integer part of U(1, 10), Barabási–Albert random graph ps ∼ integer part of U(1, 4), Watts–Strogatz random graph pw ∼42

U(0, 1). The number of graphs was set to k = 30. The numbers of vertices of the graph used were n = 25, 50, 75, 100.43

Then, we calculated the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the original parameter used to generate the graph and44

the feature (the spectral radius, transitivity centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality,45

degree centrality, and assortativity). This process was repeated 100 times for each n and graph model. The correlation cal-46

culated here measures how much information on the parameter is represented in the feature. In other words, it measures47

how well the feature describes the parameter.48

Fig. 3 illustrates the average Spearman’s correlation coefficient and the 95% confidence interval between the actual49

parameter used to generate the graphs and the features. For the Erdös–Rényi random graph, the spectral radius, transitivity,50

and closeness centralities presented the highest associations with the parameter p. For the geometric, regular, and51

Barabási–Albert random graphmodels, the spectral radius and the closeness centrality are the features that better represent52

the actual parameter. For the Watts–Strogatz random graph model, the spectral radius is the feature most correlated53
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(a) Erdos-Renyi. (b) Geometric.

(c) K-regular. (d) Barabasi-Albert. (e) Watts-Strogatz.

Fig. 3. Simulation study to select the most suitable feature of the graph for identification of correlation between vectors of graphs. The x-axis and y-axis
represent the size of the graph n (number of vertices) and the average Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the original parameter and the feature.
The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. λ: spectral radius; TC: transitivity centrality; BC: betweenness centrality; CC: closeness centrality;
EVC: eigenvector centrality; DC: degree centrality; AS: assortativity. Notice that for the Erdös–Rényi, geometric, and regular graphs, the spectral radius,
transitivity, and closeness centralities are the best choices. For the Albert–Barabási random graph model, the spectral radius and the closeness centrality
are the best features. However, for theWatts–Strogatz random graphmodel, the spectral radius is the feature most correlated to the parameter (pw) of the
graph.

to the parameter of the graph. By combining all these results, we conclude that the spectral radius is the feature that 1

contains the highest information regarding the parameters and consequently is the most suitable feature for identifying 2

correlation between graphs. The high performance of the closeness centrality feature can be explained by the fact that 3

for the Erdös–Rényi, geometric, regular, and Barabási–Albert random graphmodels, the parameters of the graphmodels are 4

associatedwith the number of edges. Notice that highly connected graphs tend to present higher closeness centrality. On the 5

other hand, the parameter pw of theWatts–Strogatz randomgraphmodel represents the rewiring probability of the edges. In 6

otherwords, what varies along theWatts–Strogatz random graphs is their structure (connectivity), not the number of edges. 7

Thus, the performance of closeness centrality becomes poor and inadequate for identifying correlation when the structure 8

of the graph is modified without altering the number of edges. Some features such as the degree centrality and assortativity 9

for the regular random graph model and the transitivity centrality for the Barabási–Albert random graph model could not 10

be calculated because a regular graph presents the same degree for all vertices; therefore, all the vertices present the same 11

degree centrality. For the Barabási–Albert random graphmodel, a few vertices present very high degrees, while themajority 12

of vertices present low degrees. Moreover, this figure suggests the amount of information lost by using the spectral radius 13

instead of the actual parameter of the graph (that is usually unknown). For Erdös–Rényi, geometric, and regular graphs, the 14

lost of information is quite low. ForWatts–Strogatz random graph, the lost of information is higher than other random graph 15

models but it decreases as the size of the graph increases. The most critical situation is for Barabási–Albert random graph. 16

However, even in this case, the spectral radius is still competitive to closeness centrality and better than other evaluated 17

measures. 18

Fig. 4 represents the correlation coefficient obtained by carrying out simulation 1 (Section 3.2.1). The x-axis indicates 19

the real correlation used to generate the parameters, while the boxplots on the y-axis indicate the correlation estimated 20

by using Spearman’s correlation on the spectral radius. Notice that the correlation estimated by applying the spectral 21

radius (y-axis) is indeed monotonic (and also linear) in relation to the actual correlation between the parameters of the 22

graph model (x-axis). In other words, the higher is the correlation between the parameters, the higher is Spearman’s 23

correlation coefficient. Therefore, the spectral radius is in fact a good feature for identifying correlation between 24

graphs. 25
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Fig. 4. Boxplots to investigate themonotonicity of the correlation between spectral radii and the real correlation between the parameters used to generate
the graphs. The x-axis indicates the real correlation used to generate the parameters, while the y-axis indicates the correlation estimated by Spearman’s
correlation using the spectral radius. Notice that the estimated correlation is monotonic (and linear) in relation to the actual correlation between the
parameters of the graph model.

Figs. 5 and 6 describe the ROC curves for the correlation between different classes of graph models (Erdös–Rényi,1

geometric, regular, Barabási–Albert, andWatts–Strogatz) under the null and alternative hypotheses, respectively, with 10002

repetitions. For further details regarding the design of this experiment, refer to simulation 2 described in Section 3.2.2. The3

panels on the upper triangle represent the ROC curves obtained by using the spectral radius. The panel on the lower triangle4

represents the ROC curve (reference ROC curve) obtained by using the original parameters of the graphmodel. By analyzing5

the ROC curves, it is possible to notice at least the following: (i) the ROC curves under the null hypothesis lie in the diagonal6

(Fig. 5), i.e., the statistical test effectively controls the rate of false positives (the proportion of rejected null hypothesis is as7

expected by the p-value threshold); (ii) the power of the test increases as the number of graphs (k) increases (Fig. 6); and8

(iii) ROC curves obtained by applying Spearman’s correlation using the spectral radius (ROC curves in the upper triangle9

of Figs. 5 and 6) are similar to the ones obtained by using the original parameters of the graph model (ROC curves in the10

lower triangle (reference ROC curve) of Figs. 5 and 6). These simulation studies show that, in fact, it is possible to retrieve11

the underlying correlation between the parameters of the graph models by analyzing the spectral radius of their adjacency12

matrices, at least for these five random graph models.13

Fig. 7 panels (A) and (B) describe the ROC curves for simulation 3 (simulation to evaluate Fisher’s test; for further details,14

refer to Section 3.2.3) under the null and alternative hypotheses, respectively. By analyzing Fig. 7(A), it is possible to notice15

that the test in fact controls the rate of false positives. By analyzing Fig. 7(B), it is possible to see that the power of the test16

increases proportionally to the number of graphs. In summary, Fisher’s test indeed identifies distinct correlations between17

two conditions.18

4. Application to autism spectrum disorder dataset19

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder usually diagnosed in early childhood. The ASD20

etiology is complex and not completely understood (Ecker et al., 0000), and it involves several risk factors, such as genetic,21

environmental, psychological, and neurobiological factors (Hallmayer et al., 2011; Betancur, 2011). It is usually diagnosed22

by a multidisciplinary group composed of physicians and psychologists who, through clinical interviews and tests, identify23

a combination of unusual behavioral characteristics and assess deficits in social communication, social reciprocity, and24

repetitive and stereotyped behaviors and interests (Wing, 1997). These symptoms frequently manifest during the child’s25

first three years and are accompanied by developmental differences in brain anatomy, functioning, and functional brain26

connectivity.27

Current studies suggest that ASD is a disorder of brain systems (Wass, 2011; Stevenson, 2012; Just et al., 2012;28

Frith, 2003) and that anatomical abnormalities are subtle but widespread over the brain (Ecker et al., 2013). Thus, one29

straightforward approach to enhance our comprehension of neural substrates of this disorder is to investigate differences30

in brain connectivity when compared to controls. In this context, most studies focus on finding differences between region-31

to-region functional connectivity or in vertex centrality measures. Due to the lack of a suitable methodological framework,32

investigations of how the structural organization in one brain sub-network is associated with the organization of another33

sub-network are limited. Moreover, the description of these ‘‘correlations’’ among sub-networks in clinical populations34

remains unexplored. In the current study, we establish a novel framework to define correlation between graph structures35

and illustrate the usefulness of this method by enhancing our comprehension of the neurobiology of ASD.36
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Fig. 5. In the upper triangle, ROC curves constructed based on the correlations estimated from spectral radii. In the lower triangle, the reference ROC
curve constructed based on the parameter of the graph. The x-axis represents the p-value threshold, and the y-axis represents the proportion of rejected
null hypotheses in 1000 repetitions. The different types of lines (solid and dashed) represent the number of graphs (k = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100) used in each
repetition. Notice that all lines lie in the diagonal, i.e., the statistical test indeed controls the rate of false positives, as expected.

4.1. Dataset description 1

A large resting state fMRI dataset initially composed of 908 individuals comprising controls and subjects diagnosed 2

with ASDwas downloaded from the ABIDE Consortiumwebsite (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/). The ABIDE 3

dataset is fully anonymized in compliance with the HIPAA Privacy Rules and the 1000 Functional Connectomes Project/INDI 4

protocols. Protected health information is not included in this dataset. Further details can be obtained from the ABIDE 5

Consortium website. 6

The pre-processing of the imaging data was performed using the Athena pipeline downloaded from (http://www.nitrc. 7

org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline). The 351 regions of interest (ROIs) considered as the vertices of 8

the brain network were defined by the CC400 atlas (Craddock et al., 2012). A total of 35 ROIs including the ventricles were 9

identified by using the MNI atlas and removed, resulting in 316 ROIs for the construction of brain networks. The average 10

time series within the ROIs were considered as the region’s representatives. Subject head movement during magnetic 11

resonance scanning was treated by using the ‘‘scrubbing’’ procedure described by Power et al. (2012). Individuals with a 12

number of adequate scans less than 100 after the ‘‘scrubbing’’ were discarded, which resulted in 814 subjects for subsequent 13

analyses. Thus, the dataset used in this study was composed of 529 controls (430 males, mean age ± standard deviation, 14

17.47 ± 7.81 years) and 285 ASD (255 males, 17.53 ± 7.13 years). 15

4.2. Brain functional networks 16

The schema of the entire fMRI data analysis can be seen in Fig. 8. A brain functional network can be modeled as a graph, 17

i.e., a pair of sets G = (V , E), in which V is the set of regions of interest, or ROIs (vertices), and E is a set of functional 18

http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
http://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.php/neurobureau:AthenaPipeline
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Fig. 6. In the upper triangle, ROC curves constructed based on the correlations estimated from spectral radii. In the lower triangle, the reference ROC curve
constructed based on the parameters of the graph model. The x-axis represents the p-value threshold, and the y-axis represents the proportion of rejected
null hypotheses in 1000 repetitions. The different types of lines (solid and dashed) represent the number of graphs (k = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100) used in each
repetition. Notice that the greater is the number of graphs (k), the higher is the power of the test.

connectivity (edges) connecting theROIs. In the current study, the functional connectivity between twoROIswas obtainedby1

calculating the Spearman’s correlation coefficient betweenROIs i and j (i, j = 1, . . . , 316) for each individual q = 1, . . . , 814.2

Thus, a brain functional networkGq with 316 ROIs can be represented by its adjacencymatrixAq with 316×316 elementsAq
ij3

containing the connectivity (Spearman’s correlation coefficient) between the ROIs i and j (i, j = 1, . . . , 316; q = 1, . . . , 814)4

(Garcés et al., 2016; Richiardi et al., 2011).5

Site effects weremodeled with a generalized linear model (GLM), i.e., with the site as a categorical predictor variable and6

the correlation coefficient as the response variable. The residuals of the model were used for subsequent analyses as the7

connectivity filtered by the site effect.8

P-values for each Spearman’s correlation coefficient between ROIs i and j were calculated and corrected for the false9

discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). To estimate the number of sub-networks and to identify the sub-10

networks themselves in a data-driven manner, we applied the slope criterion (Fujita et al., 2014) and the spectral clustering11

algorithm (Ng et al., 2002), respectively, to the average connectivity matrix (the average of the z-values associated with the12

p-values) taking into account the entire dataset. The application of the spectral clustering resulted in five (estimated by the13

slope statistic) well-defined and mutually exclusive sub-networks, namely somatomotor, visual, default-mode, cerebellar,14

and control, depicted in Fig. 9. It is necessary to point out that the spectral clustering algorithm applied here uses internallyQ315

the k-medoids algorithm (implemented in R in function ‘‘pam’’) instead of the usual k-means. We chose the k-medoids16

because it is more robust to outliers than k-means and also presents a deterministic result (k-means is not deterministic)17

(Reynolds et al., 2006).18

To obtain the adjacency matrix that represents the brain functional sub-network of each individual, we set Aq
ij = 1 if the19

p-value corrected for the FDR is less than 0.05 and Aq
ij = 0, otherwise. Notice that the Spearman’s correlation test is not used20
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Fig. 7. Comparison of two conditions using Fisher’s test. The x-axis represents the p-value threshold, and the y-axis represents the proportion of rejected
null hypotheses in 1000 repetitions. The different types of lines (solid and dashed) represent the number of graphs (k = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100) used in each
repetition. (A) Under the null hypothesis, i.e., there is no difference in correlation between two conditions. The lines in the diagonal show that the statistical
test indeed controls the rate of false positives. (B) The correlation between two conditions is in fact different. Notice that the greater is the number of graphs
(k), the higher is the power of the test.

Fig. 8. General pipeline schema of the fMRI data analysis. Raw fMRI data are pre-processed using the Athena pipeline. Headmovement effects are removed
by using the ‘‘scrubbing’’ procedure. Functional networks were constructed by estimating the Spearman’s correlation among ROIs, and site effects were
removed using a generalized linear model. The number of functional brain sub-networks (clusters) was estimated by the slope statistic, and the sub-
networks were obtained by applying the spectral clustering algorithm. Finally, the correlation between sub-networks was estimated using Spearman’s
correlation applied to the spectral radii.

as a statistical test to identify the correlation between two ROIs but only as an objective criterion to construct the adjacency 1

matrix of the graph. 2

By applying the model selection procedure for graphs described in Takahashi et al. (2012), we noticed that the graph 3

model that best fits our data is the Watts–Strogatz random graph model for all the sub-networks. 4
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Fig. 9. Brain functional sub-networks. The ROIs were clustered by the spectral clustering algorithm. The number of sub-networks was estimated as five
by the slope statistic. Each sub-network is represented by a different color, namely somatomotor (green), visual (blue), default-mode (purple), cerebellar
(red), and control (orange). R: right; L: left. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 10. Correlation between control brain sub-networks. The thickness of the edge represents the correlation coefficient, i.e., the thicker is the edge, the
higher is the absolute value of the correlation between sub-networks. Only statistically significant correlations at a significance threshold of 0.05 (after
FDR correction for multiple tests) are shown. All identified correlations are positive.

Then, we calculated the spectral radius for each sub-network of each subject. Thus, we obtained five vectors (one for each1

sub-network) of size 529 and five other vectors of size 285 for the controls and ASD, respectively.2

The 10 correlations among all the five sub-networkswere estimated byusing the spectral radius only for controls (Fig. 10).3

Fig. 10 shows the statistically significant (p < 0.05 after FDR correction for multiple tests) correlations between brain sub-4

networks. Interestingly, all sub-networks were positively correlated. The thickness of the edge represents the strength of5

the correlation, i.e., the thicker is the edge, the higher is the correlation between sub-networks.6

Then, to identify correlations among sub-networks that are different between controls and ASD,we applied the statistical7

test developed by Fisher (1921) (Section 2.2.1).8

Fig. 11 illustrates the results obtained by comparing the correlations between controls versus ASD in the ‘‘scrubbed’’ data.9

The ‘‘scrubbing’’ procedure (Power et al., 2012) is necessary for removing head movement effects that may cause spurious10

results. Only correlations that are statistically different between the controls and ASD are represented by edges. At the11

edges, scatterplots with linear regression lines that fit the data (blue and red represent the spectral radii of the controls and12

ASD, respectively) are presented along with the Spearman’s correlation coefficient for the controls and ASD. Interestingly,13
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Fig. 11. Correlation between brain sub-networks in the ‘‘scrubbed’’ data. Scatterplots with the linear regression lines that fit the data and the Spearman’s
correlation coefficient for the controls and ASD are represented at the edges. Blue and red dots represent the eigenvalues for the controls and ASD,
respectively. Default-mode and control, default-mode and somatomotor, and default-mode and visual systems showed higher inter-correlation in ASD
than in the controls (p < 0.05 after FDR correction for multiple tests). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

the default-mode and control, default-mode and somatomotor, and default-mode and visual systems showed statistically 1

significant higher inter-correlation in ASD compared to the controls (p < 0.05 after FDR correction for multiple tests). 2

Currently, the nature of functional connectivity patterns in ASD remains controversial, with findings of both under- 3

connectivity and over-connectivity of brain systems (Uddin et al., 2013; Supekar et al., 2013). This complex scenario has 4

been mainly interpreted by authors as a result of the wide heterogeneity of autistic symptoms and traits which is highly 5

unlikely to arise due to impairments in a single system or brain region, but instead emerges from disruptions in multiple 6

neurocognitive systems (for a review, see Ecker et al., 0000). The framework for correlation inference between graphs 7

proposed in our study therefore represents a useful and suitable method for examining brain connectivity alterations in 8

ASD related to abnormalities in the relationships between domain-specific sub-networks in the brain. 9

Our findings indicate a different pattern of associations between the default-mode and several sub-networks associated 10

with sensorimotor, visual and executive processing in ASD. Abnormalities in the connectivity between nodes of the default- 11

mode network (DMN) have been widely investigated in ASD (Assaf et al., 2010; Kennedy and Courchesne, 2008; Weng 12

et al., 2010) leading to associations with social cognition (Buckner et al., 2008). Some functional connectivity studies also 13

report ASD-related differences inmotor and visual networks (McGrath et al., 2012; Nebel et al., 0000). Moreover, task-based 14

connectivity studies have also reported differences in individualswith ASD in fronto-parietal nodes of the control network in 15

response to cognitive control tasks (Kana et al., 2007).While these previous studies have contributed to the characterization 16

of the disconnection model of ASD, evidence of commonly interacting abnormalities in several distinct neurocognitive 17

systems remains limited. The present results therefore go beyond previous research by providing evidence for altered 18

associations between sub-networks in ASD ranging from sensory andmotor processing to higher-order cognitive functions. 19

Themechanisms underlying this pattern of widespread connectivity abnormalities are likely to be related to the complex 20

nature of the atypical trajectory of brainmaturation in ASD,which is probablymediated bymany genetic and environmental 21

factors and their associations (Abrahams andGeschwind, 2010). As a result, the impact of ASDonbrain anatomy, functioning, 22

and connectivity is expected to be multidimensional and observable at multiple neural systems (Ecker et al., 0000). For 23

instance, ASD prediction accuracy using a support vector machine (SVM) analytic approach (Ecker et al., 2010) was shown 24

to be improved by the use of a combined set of different morphometric features of the cortical surface rather than a specific 25

anatomical characteristic;moreover, a spatially distributed pattern of regions instead of an isolated brain region contributed 26

to the prediction model with maximal classification weights. It is therefore likely that the distributed patterns of functional 27

connectivity differences reported here also reflect some of these system-level features of ASD pathology. 28

This result reinforces the theory that ASD is related to abnormal neurodevelopmental processes (Frith, 2003), which 29

are spread across the whole brain. By using the proposed methodological framework of graph correlations, our main 30

contribution was to demonstrate that these latent processes result in correlated topological organization between multiple 31

brain systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first description of this feature in ASD. 32

5. Final remarks 33

In this study, we used Spearman’s rank correlation as a measure to identify dependence between graphs, due to its 34

simplicity. It is important to mention that the current study is a first step in the definition/identification of dependence 35
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between graphs. However, this concept might be extended to the more general case by using more elaborated frameworks1

to define dependence between random variables such as Copulas theories (Kolev et al., 2006). Thus, other methods that2

identify a more general dependence definition could be used, such as Kendall or distance correlation (Székely et al., 2007),3

mutual information (Shannon and Weaver, 2015), Hoeffding’s D measure (Hoeffding, 1948), and the measure proposed by4

Heller et al. (0000).5

A second limitation of the current study is that the results obtained in ASD may be influenced by the fact that we used6

the same clustering (sub-network) structure for controls and ASD (that may present different clustering structures) tomake7

the both conditions comparable in terms of association among sub-networks.8

We focused on the development of a method to identify correlation between undirected graphs. Little is known about9

the spectrum of directed graphs. Notice that the adjacency matrix of a directed graph is not symmetric, and consequently,10

the eigenvalues are not real numbers. Thus, to develop a framework to identify correlation between directed graphs, it11

is necessary to better understand their eigenvalues or eventually use another approach not based on their spectrum. For12

example, other features of the graph can be used to define other types of correlation between graphs.13

Another way to identify correlation between graphs could be the estimation of correlation between the centrality14

measures of each vertex, for instance. Nevertheless, this approach requires that the vertices are labeled. In general this15

is not the case and our method does not suffer from this shortcoming.16

To the best of our knowledge, there is no analytic equation that describes the spectral radius as a function of the17

parameters of general random graph models. Thus, we prove that the proposed approach is consistent only for the18

Erdös–Rényi random graphmodel. For the other four random graphmodels used in this study, we showed using simulations19

that the spectral radius is indeed associatedwith the parameters of the graphmodel and that it is also a good feature to infer20

correlation between graphs. This approach based on the spectral radius seems to be promising, andwe hope that itmay open21

opportunities to develop other formal statistical methods in graphs.22
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